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Arrows > Arrows Special
Arrows > Arrows Standard
Arrows > Pattern Arrows
Artistic > Artistic Calligraphic
Artistic > Artistic Chalk Charcoal Pencil
Artistic > Artistic Ink
Artistic > Artistic Paintbrush
Borders > Borders Dashed
Borders > Borders Decorative
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Borders > Borders Lines
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Borders > Borders Primitive
Decorative > Decorative Banners and Seals
Decorative > Decorative Scatter
Decorative > Elegant Curl & Floral Brush Set
Wacom 6D Brushes > 6D Art Pen Brushes
Adobe Illustrator Training at JetSet Communications, Inc.

Adobe InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat, Dreamweaver, and Flash training in Washington DC, Maryland, and Virginia

Welcome to Adobe Creative Suite 5 training

Welcome to JetSet Communications, Inc., your Adobe Creative Suite 5 & 4 training experts. We offer application training, workflow evaluation, and custom consulting. Our specialty is training inDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop CS5, InCopy CS5, Acrobat 9 & X, Section 508 compliance, FrameMaker 9 & 10, along with Dreamweaver CS5 and Flash CS5, among others.

The principal consultants/instructors are Mike Witherell and Urszula Witherell, well-known in the Washington DC and Baltimore area since 1995. We have provided software training to thousands of graphic artists, and have many years of practical, hands-on design and production experience.

We have a number of very happy designers. Everyone is eager to report that the training was great. People have been very complimentary about Mike, his expertise, and the style of the training and its content.